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OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION
CENTRAL HEAD QUARTERS

AD-878, I'itampura, Delhi-1.10034

Finance Secretary
V. GUI{UMOOI{THY

Mobile : 09444979555

Date: 23rd January 2015

Subject: - Request for creation of additional post of AD (OL) for MP Telecom
Circle - regarding.

Sir,
We would like to draw your kind attention towards reduction in AD(OL) posts

when the last re-assessment of posts of Hindi officers was done by BSNL CO vide letter
no. IlO22lll2OO7-OL dated 05/03/2008. Before re-assessment, MP Telecom Circle
was having 30 sanctioned posts of AD (OL) but after issue of above mentioned letter MP
telecom Circle is having only 5 posts of AD (OL). It may be seen that 25 posts of AD(OL)
were reduced from the strength of AD(OL) in MP Telecom Circle at one stroke due to the
re-assessment.

2. In this regard, it is submitted that vide letter no. ES-Hindi Post/ Part -3/5 dated
18.5.2011 (Copy enclosed) MP TC had intimated that instead of five (Intimated vide
letter mentioned above by BSNL CO), even according to revised justifrcation, the
strength of Rajbasha Adhikari in MP TC should be Six. Hence one additional post is
required to be sanctioned for MP TC. But till date no action has been taken by the
BSNL CO.

3 Further, we would also like to draw your kind attention towards the fact that in MP
Telecom Circle the staff of Hindi section are doing various kinds of work like providing
information under RTI act, helping the 1ega1 cell of MP Telecom Circle, work of PRO MP
Telecom circle etc. in addition to Hindi Translation.

4 In view of the facts mentioned above, we earnestly request you to kindly look into
the matter and take necessary action for creation of one more post of AD (OL) in MP
Telecom Circle.

With kind regards,

General Secretary
RAKESH SETHI
Mobile : 9868210449

President
K. I}ALASUBITAMANIAN

M obi lc : 0c444u005o2

No. AIBSNLoAI CHQ l2oI5l 7

To,

Shri S.S.Aggarwal,
Sr. General Manager (Pers),
BSNL Corporate Office,
New Delhi.

Yorgs Sincerely

il*"ulir'Hkrl't
General Secretary

Encl: AA
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